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Excellent Course. Very friendly organisers and speakers. Very useful content to prepare for consultant life. Should be made mandatory before CCT.
Very good organisation. Nice friendly faculty. I learnt a lot about management aspects of my job. Prof Canter shared a lot of his rich experience on leadership
backed up by good evidence. Mr Wiseman and Mr Turney were very friendly and shared practical aspects of their experience. They opened my eyes to many
pathways and issues not know to me previously. All other speakers were brilliant. All in all, this course is an absolute must for upcoming consultants in the
NHS.
Great balance, really enjoyable mix of theory and practical implementation of leadership.
Good overview course regarding various issues in medical management. V interested to hear some of the theories of leadership from Prof Canter. Something
for everyone. Suggestion for inclusion in the course could be a little about NHS structure as this underpins the medical management of various Trusts. I have
reflected my feedback scores in presentation usefulness to me. All presenters delivered their presentations in a clear and well-structured way.
An insightful, well delivered focused and significantly relevant course that covers material in an accessible and easy to digest format. Would recommend to all
colleagues.
Well organised. Enjoyed it a lot. Lot to learn. Very helpful for senior trainees/ new consultants.
Give the feedback sheets at the start of the first day so can fill out as we go along. I think that the case based urological/surgical scenarios should be a main
part of the presentations NOT just in the discussion afterwards. Audio poor during zoom talk from accountant. Could share actual tax returns. It found it
difficult to understand the accountant’s jargon. Air conditioning was loud.
Have recommended to other colleagues. Very useful content on unfamiliar areas.
An excellent course. Highly recommended to anyone approaching consultancy. Thank you.
Absolutely fantastic course! So informative with excellent advice and very enjoyable too. Highly recommended.
One of the best courses I ever attended. Very useful for my practice. Got useful tips and ideas to take home. Excellent value for money - accommodation,
breakfast, dinner everything inclusive. You can't ask for more. Ben and Olly have been really excellent organisers and approachable.
Great course. Gives a good insight into the shift in training needed as we move to new consultant. Many thanks.
Very good. Thank you Mr Wiseman, Mr Turney and Prof Canter.Eye opener.
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